POEM-IMMIGRATION

Immigration...immigration is a reflection of our past; immigration is part of our history.

I disagree with building a wall from stopping immigration from even happening.

If we can think back or realize that us people who were born in or on U.S. soil are also immigrants.

Due to our past history with our relatives or our ancestors who were traveling from country to country.

This so called wall President Trump wants to be build is trying to stop what makes the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA!

Without immigration there is no such thing as the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA we will be just known as AMERICA!

Without immigration there’s no such thing as exploring or learning about different cultures that helped make America.

Without Mexicans, Cubans, Columbians, Asians, Chinese, Japanese, Africans; people from Ireland, and many other civilizations...

That helped build this country by hand... and that gives the U.S. LIFE!

It’s like there’s no such thing as uniqueness or beauty. Without immigration the world would be plain!

There will be nothing so exciting or new to explore or discover as we grow as people and as a community!

If you take away immigration then America overall would be nothing but a waste land.

If taking away immigration it’s basically destroying Gods creation just by doing that one small thing.

The United is supposed to be a monarchy not anarchy!

Remember if there’s no more immigration then there’s no more beauty and there is no such thing as the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA!

It would just and only be AMERICA!